This is a quick guide to the *AMA Manual of Style 10th Edition*. For more complete information and more examples, the full text can be found at Magrath Library and the Bio-Medical Library.

### In-text Citations

Cite each source in numerical order using superscript Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3…). Put these numerals outside commas and periods, and inside semicolons and colons (see examples below). Put a comma (no space in front) between the numbers for multiple citations (see Example 2). Join a closed series with a hyphen (see Example 3).

**Example 1:** A review of regulations has been complete by the WHO. 15

**Example 2:** The data were as follows 3,4:

**Example 3:** As previously reported, 11,14,25

### Reference List Formatting

**Electronic Journal Article (1-6 authors):**

**Format:**
AuthorLastname FM. Title in sentence case. *Abbreviated NLM Journal Title in Title Case*. Year;Vol(iss): PP-PP. doi (or accessed date if no doi)

**Example:**


**Electronic Journal Article (6 or more authors):**

**Format:**
AuthorLastname FM, AuthorLastname FM, AuthorLastname FM, et al. Title in sentence case. *Abbreviated NLM Journal Title in Title Case*. Year;Vol(iss): PP-PP. doi (or accessed date if no doi)

**Example:**

*Note: This rule applies for any type of citation with 6 or more authors*
Website
Format:
AuthorLastname FM. Webpage title. Name of Website. URL. Published or Updated date. Accessed date.
OR
Webpage title. Organization Name. Name of Website. URL. Published or Updated date. Accessed date.
Examples:

Internet Document
Format:
AuthorLastname FM (Or organization title). Document Title. URL. Published or Updated date. Accessed date.
Example:

Book
Format:
AuthorLastname FM. Book Title. Place of publication: Publisher; date of publication.
Example:

Book Chapter
Format:
ChapterAuthorLastname FM. Chapter title. In: Book author(s). Book Title. Place of publication: Publisher; year of publication: page number(s) of chapter.
Example: